
Pedagogik på trekvarten

flipped classrooms and peer instructions:
a hands-on seminar!

Damiano Varagnolo
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who am I?

reglerteknik @ SRT
principal teacher of R7003E and R7011E
principal investigator of CITE
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flipped classrooms

peer instructions

feedback from students

discussion
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message of this talk: these strategies foster a more active learning
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Considerations on Kahoot

suitable for:
gamification
peer instructions (in “survey” mode)

estimated times to:
create a quiz: 1-2 minutes
insert one question: 0.5-2 minutes
launch the game: 1-2 minutes
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Traditional vs. flipped classrooms

traditional flipped
in class deliver lectures exercises, quizzes & discussions

at home fixing notes & exercises as before plus watch online lectures
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One advantage of flipped classrooms with respect to traditional ones:

more efficient∗ time usage
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Peer instructions
aim = foster:

discussions among and with students
sharpen focus and understanding

algorithm:
1 the teacher poses one question
2 students think individually and then provide an individual answer
3 the teacher shows the aggregate responses, without giving the correct answer
4 students form small groups, discuss the question, then provide again an individual

answer
5 the teacher shows the new aggregate responses, then gives the correct answer,

then takes and responds to questions
11
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example1

1From Peter Newbury, UC San Diego
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How should we design peer instruction questions?

the question should2:
assess concepts, not mnemonics
have a clear teaching purpose
be immediately clear
fit in the context
comprise “deceiving” wrong answers
have a lagom difficulty
stimulate discussion

2Adapted from Stephanie Chasteen, UC Boulder
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(https://www.scalable-learning.com/)
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Considerations on scalable-learning

allows:
adding clarification notes in post-production
quizzes on the screen + collection and processing of statistics
students to ask questions + conversate among themselves

overheads to transform “traditional” slides into scalable-learning modules:
split the slides in modules (overhead = ×0.25)

create suitable “on-slides” exercises (overhead = ×0.5)

produce the videos (overhead = ×0.5)

upload the material in the portal (overhead = ×0.10)
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What do students think about this∗?

caveat: there may be selection bias

I like that the classes are being filmed so you can go back to watch.
The recorded lectures is bloody brilliant, as well as kahoot.
Very good to learn by kahoot. Loved that you record your lectures so you can
listen to it again, to get the information to stick better.
The outcome of the course is a little bit blurry until all the units are done.
Hand out more exercises!
I would see if I could find something else than kahoot, so the students can try and
solve the questions when they are at home also and don’t need to compete
against each other.
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message of this talk: these strategies foster a more active learning
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Potential discussion points

(“we” = set of teachers at LTU)

1 should we push students to be active?
2 are we “running after” students to spoon-feed them?
3 are we too soft with students?
4 are we behaving as a team or as individual players?
5 should LTU promote or even enforce collaborations among us?
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